Mouse muscle identity: the position-dependent and fast fiber-specific expression of a transgene in limb muscles is methylation-independent and cell-autonomous.
We previously characterised transgenic mice in which fast-muscle-specific regulatory sequences from the human aldolase A pM promoter drive the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase gene expression. Mutation of a NF1/MEF2 binding site (M2 motif) in this promoter does not affect fibre-type specificity of the transgene but modifies its expression in a subset of fast-twitch fibres at the limb level, preferentially affecting distal limb muscles. We investigated the molecular and cellular bases of this peculiar expression pattern that provided an adequate model to characterise the mechanisms responsible for muscle positional information. By direct electrotransfer of mutated M2 construct in adult muscle, we demonstrate that positional differences in mutated M2 transgene expression are not observed when the transgene is not integrated into chromatin. Also, this transgene expression pattern does not seem to be correlated with the extent of CpG methylation in its promoter sequence. Finally, we show that positional values reflected by CAT levels are maintained in primary cultures established from different adult limb muscles, as well as in heterotopically transplanted muscles. Our results suggest that mutation of the M2 site contributes to reveal a molecular memory of fibre fate that would be set up on pM promoter during development and persist into adulthood possibly through a chromatin imprint maintained in satellite cells associated with various limb muscles.